
WHY DID TAYLOR SWIFT WRITE A SONG ABOUT TIM MCGRAW

"Tim McGraw" is the debut single and first published song recorded by American singer-songwriter Taylor Swift. The
song was written by Swift and Liz Rose, and.

I was dating a guy who was about to go off to college. After school she went downtown with her co-writer Liz
Rose, sat down at the piano and they had finished the song within 15 minutes. The video premiered on July
22, on Great American Country. The video transcends towards Swift playing an acoustic guitar as she leans
against the wooden cabin. He then sits on the staircase, opens the envelope, and reads the letter. The song,
which appears to be centered on a summer romance is actually about her boyfriend who moved away. Swift
has said she wrote the song during math class in high school. The song tells of Taylor's remembrance of a
summer love, and how an un-named song by country music artist Tim McGraw identified later on as "Can't
Tell Me Nothin'" from his Live Like You Were Dying album [1] brings back memories of that love. Swift and
Collins are seen frolicking in a field, lying beside another on the back of Collins' CST, staring at the stars
together, holding hands as they walk, and slow dancing. When the song is in its final chorus, Collins arrives at
a wooden cabin in his pick-up truck. He then turns his radio on and ceases driving, coming to a complete stop
on a road. He runs up the staircase to discover an enveloped letter next to the door. Sitting in her math class
she just started to sing to herself "When you think Tim McGraw" over and over. As Collins facial expressions
become more serious, he flashbacks to memories with Swift. Billboard Hot Country Songs chart, and spent 26
weeks on the chart before reaching a peak of 6. However, Holland was repugnant of the song's title. She was
sixteen years old when she debuted with the song, which she co-wrote with Liz Rose. A second audio sample
of Taylor Swift's "Tim McGraw", a ballad that lists items in order to associate a past relationship. The song,
she says, is about her and her boyfriend, when he was moving away to go to college, and they would
eventually have to break up. Soon after she left the classroom and recorded a voice memo about the song. He
was cast because of his physical resemblance to the real subject of the song, in that they were both tall with
dark hair. Swift and Collins are seen frolicking in a field, lying beside another on the back of Collins' CST,
staring at the stars together, holding hands as they walk, and slow dancing. The song was well received by
critics. The letter which the boyfriend receives is addressed to "Johnny" for this purpose. The video premiered
on July 22, on Great American Country. Chart U. The video concludes with Swift, once again, lying on the
initial setting. Rob Sheffield of Blender magazine described the track as a gem that hit hard. See media help.
Problems playing this file? He runs up the staircase to discover an enveloped letter next to the door. The video
transcends towards Swift playing an acoustic guitar as she leans against the wooden cabin. Surprisingly, the
first thing that came to mind was that my favorite country artist is Tim McGraw. As Collins facial expressions
become more serious, he flashbacks to memories with Swift. Taylor goes on to say, "I started thinking of all
the things that reminded me of him. The video concludes with Swift, once again, lying on the initial setting.
Cut-scenes feature Swift lying on the lake-bed and performing with a guitar next to the wooden cabin. He then
sits on the staircase, opens the envelope, and reads the letter.


